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Abstract 

Cancer is known as one of the most daunting health care issues. While there are several approved 

medications that can be used for cancer therapy, the obstacles to treatment include drug resistance 

and delivery. In addition, the effectiveness of traditional cancer therapy is often decreased by the 

pathological features of tumors and their irregular blood vessel architecture and function. It is 

also important to search for techniques that can improve the therapy's effectiveness, such as 

nanoparticles (NPs). NPs have many properties, such as their small size, the ability to load 

different drugs and a wide area of the surface, and the ability to improve conjugate absorption. 

The NPs were therefore considered as excellent vehicles for tumor-targeting. This study will 

address the features of various NPs in the treatment of cancer and the advantages of overcoming 

multidrug resistance. In addition, this study will highlight recent developments in the use of 

nanomedicine in various cancer treatment techniques, such as chemotherapy, radiotherapy, and 

immunotherapy. 
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___________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

By either integrating semi-selective properties inherent in nano medicines or by adding complex 

molecular tags, it is also possible to use nano medicines to improve drug targeting. To date, many 

nano-medicinal products in clinical development are nano-formulations of medicinal products 

previously approved that are safer and/or more tolerable than typical systemic delivery[1]. 
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Figure 1: Illustrates the molecular mechanisms of multidrug resistance in cancer[2]. 

 

Table 1: Illustrates the Nano formulations of the approved chemotherapies[2]. 
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Figure 2: Depicts the mutual drug targeting technology[1]. 

 

II. DISCUSSION  

Table 2: Illustrates formulated NPs of chemotherapy[3]. 
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By accumulating at higher concentrations in tumours through the Enhanced Permeability and 

Retention (EPR) effect, nano materials generate outstanding oncologic drug delivery vectors[4]. 

An abnormally leaky tumour vasculature with reduced lymphatic drainage results in the EPR 

effect. Nano formulated drugs are substantially larger than free drugs, do not penetrate normal 

capillaries, and leak out of tumour vessels readily[5]. Recently, the clinical importance of EPR for 

spontaneous tumours (as opposed to animal models) has become a matter of discussion. With the 

conjugation of specific molecular tags to the particle surface, the targeting of particles to particular 

locations can be further improved[6]. Many clinical and preclinical studies have shown that nano-

formulated drugs can boost the aggregation of tumours and reduce normal exposure to tissue[7]. 

Unsurprisingly, nano formulations have been attempted and advanced towards clinical production 

of several known chemotherapeutics. Many of these, especially Abraxane, have shown clinical 

superiority over solvent-based formulations and are now widely used in clinical practise. Figure 1 

illustrates the molecular mechanisms of multidrug resistance in cancer. Figure 2 depicts the mutual 

drug targeting technology. Table 1 illustrates the Nano formulations of the approved 

chemotherapies. Table 2 illustrates formulated NPs of chemotherapy[8]. 

III. CONCLUSION  
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Overcoming drug resistance in the treatment of cancer is an important approach and has become 

more of a concern in recent years. The rapid advancement of the drug delivery system and the 

progress of nanotechnology give the possibility of creating a more prospective cancer drug 

resistance strategy. A new strategy for the treatment of cancer therapy could be the creation of 

NPs. There are, however, some obstacles that should be solved, such as targeting normal cells that 

share the same cancer cell surface proteins, so selective targeting of cancer cells is not assured. 

The discovery of a particular surface marker for cancer cells is therefore critical for targeted tumor 

therapy. This drug prevents highly dividing cells such as cancer cells in the DNA replication 

machinery. On the other hand, some normal cells, such as epithelial cells of the stomach, break in 

the acidic environment. This explains the drug's digestive-related side effects. These side effects 

could therefore be limited by high selective ligands of cancer cells. The problem of nanomedicine 

also applies to its quality of production. The reproducibility of NPs in large-scale production, 

particularly the synthesis of homogeneous drug sets, is still difficult. 
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